The goal of this work is spatio-temporal action localization in videos, using only the supervision from videolevel class labels. The state-of-the-art casts this weaklysupervised action localization regime as a Multiple Instance Learning problem, where instances are a priori computed spatio-temporal proposals. Rather than disconnecting the spatio-temporal learning from the training, we propose Spatio-Temporal Instance Learning, which enables action localization directly from box proposals in video frames. We outline the assumptions of our model and propose a maxmargin objective and optimization with latent variables that enable spatio-temporal learning of actions from video labels. We also provide an efficient linking algorithm and two reranking strategies to facilitate and further improve the action localization. Experimental evaluation on four action datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach for localization from weak supervision. Moreover, we show how to incorporate other supervision levels and mixtures, as a step towards determining optimal supervision strategies for action localization.
Introduction
This work focuses on the spatio-temporal localization of human actions such as Skiing and Driving a car when only video labels are given during training. Since box annotations are cumbersome, tedious, and error-prone to annotate [25, 30] , weakly-supervised works aim to localize actions from class supervision [6, 23, 44, 46] , optionally supplemented with actor detectors [31, 51] . The state-of-the-art in weakly-supervised action localization [30, 31, 44] splits videos a priori into spatio-temporal proposals [15, 35, 56] and casts the localization as a Multiple Instance Learning problem. Hence, learning amounts to finding and using the best proposal per training video. This approach has two limitations: (1) the spatio-temporal localization is disconnected from the learning and (2) spatio-temporal proposals are not competitive for action localization [30] . In this work, we propose to bypass the spatio-temporal proposals and learn Given only video labels and box proposals in frames, our approach discovers spatio-temporal action tubes that enable the training of action localization models.
the spatial and temporal extent of actions during training. We are inspired by the recent success in action localization with ground truth box supervision. While these works initially also profited from spatio-temporal proposals prior to learning [15, 35, 56] , Gkioxari and Malik [10] showed that spatial action detection per frame before temporal linking is beneficial for action localization. This line of work resulted in further progress with better deep representations [37, 62] , better temporal linking [50] , or both [59, 43] . Most recent works either classify up to ten consecutive frames before linking [13, 17, 42, 49] or add recurrency after linking boxes into tubes [12, 21] to obtain state-of-theart localization from box supervision. We adopt the principle of separating the spatial action classification from the temporal linking, but rather than relying on ground truth box supervision, we do so from a weakly-supervised signal.
We propose Spatio-Temporal Instance Learning (STIL), an algorithm for action localization from video labels, see Figure 1 . Rather than providing spatio-temporal instances a priori, as with Multiple Instance Learning, we aim to learn a model from box proposals in frames, while adhering to the spatio-temporal nature of actions. We first define three model assumptions and introduce a latent instance learning function to train box-level models with spatio-temporal consistency. To facilitate the spatio-temporal learning, we propose an efficient procedure for linking box proposals into tubes from zero-shot priors, i.e. without the need for ground truth boxes. From trained models, we score and link box proposals in test videos for an effective action localization. To further improve the localization, we provide a reranking of test tubes based on contextual information and information from other localized actions. Lastly, we show how to incorporate action supervision beyond class labels to enhance the localization. Experimental evaluation on four action localization datasets shows the effectiveness of our proposal for weakly-supervised action localization.
Related work
Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) is an algorithm for supervised learning, where annotations are not provided for each instance, but only for bags of instances [8, 26] . The main assumptions in this regime are that a positive bag should contain at least one positive instance, while a negative bag should contain only negative instances. Generalized variants of MIL [22, 45] presume the presence of more than one positive instance per bag, for problems such as content-based image retrieval. Both MIL and its generalized variants typically focus on classification at the bag level [2, 8, 26, 57] . In this work, we introduce a novel instance learning model, dubbed Spatio-Temporal Instance Learning, that aims for the spatio-temporal learning of actions in videos, rather than classifying whole videos.
For localization in videos and images from global labels, MIL is commonly used. To fit the localization problem to MIL, instances are generated a priori in the form of proposals. Cinbis et al. [7] perform object localization in images with MIL using object proposals [55] . For the problem of spatio-temporal action localization, Siva and Xiang [51] propose a similar MIL approach in the video domain by splitting videos into action proposals derived from person detection, while Sapienza et al. [44] rely on spatio-temporal cuboids. Mettes et al. [31] also employ MIL on action proposals generated by clustering dense trajectories [56] . Chen and Corso [6] skip the MIL step by directly selecting their most dominant action proposal during training. Yan et al. [61] use a priori computed action proposals with semantic label inference to segment both actions and actors using video labels. Li et al. [23] perform action localization by learning and linking visual attention in video frames [47] . They localize actions in frames with a box around the center of attention and perform linking a posteriori into action tubes. Rather than separating the spatio-temporal localization from the learning, we propose a MIL variant that integrates the localization during the learning from video labels.
Beyond video labels, a few works have included other forms of spatio-temporal supervision for action localization. Mettes et al. [30] start from MIL with spatio-temporal proposals and add manual point supervision to guide the selection of proposals during training. Weinzaepfel et al. [60] start from person tube proposals and select based on one to five manual box annotations together with the temporal action span. A challenge for such supervision tactics is the difficulty to compare them on equal grounds, i.e. using same visual features and learning scheme. We show how to incorporate additional levels of supervision in our model and use this to directly compare their localization performance as a function of their annotation time.
A number of works have recently investigated action localization without any video examples, where objects are typically employed to localize actions [18, 29] . Soomro and Shah [52] aim for action localization in videos without any annotations through discriminative clustering and by linking supervoxels with 0-1 Knapsack. While promising, these approaches are currently not competitive to supervised alternatives in action localization and we will therefore not compare to them in this work.
Related to our setting is the problem of weaklysupervised temporal action detection. Such works include learning the temporal extent of actions from video labels [33, 36, 48, 58] or learning the change of actions from the order of action labels in videos [5, 14] . Akin to these works, we aim to discover the extent of actions from weak supervision (video labels only), but we focus on the extent in space and time, rather than time only.
Spatio-Temporal Instance Learning
In our weakly-supervised setting, we are given N training videos, where each video is represented by a set of automatically detected box proposals in individual frames and a global video label. We use the box proposals to decompose training video i as x i ∈ R T ×Fi×D , where T denotes the number of tubes, F i denotes the number of frames, and D denotes the feature dimensionality of a box. Before detailing how to obtain such a decomposition when only global video class supervision is given, we first detail the conditions, objective function, and optimization of SpatioTemporal Instance Learning itself.
Model
Conditions. For an action class, training videos are split into positive and negative videos. We perform action localization using just the video labels as supervision. Akin to standard Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) [8, 26] , we impose several conditions on the videos. The first condition is given as:
Condition 1: Each positive video contains at least one positive action instance, which can occur in precisely one tube.
The first part of the condition follows MIL, in that we can only guarantee the presence of one instance in each video, as further supervision is not provided. The second part considers the spatial extent of actions; an action can only occur in one location and this location can be tracked over time. The second condition is given as:
Condition 2: For each positive video V , the positive action instance is a set of connected boxes of minimal length 1 and maximal length F V , where F V denotes the total video length.
This condition considers the temporal extent of actions; an action can be of any length, but its occurrence is continuous over time. Lastly: Condition 3: For each negative video, all tubes and boxes are negative.
The third condition provides the constraints for negative videos, for which the spatio-temporal extent should not resemble positive videos at all. While the conditions mostly follow common intuitions about the spatio-temporal extent of actions in videos, they are not covered in standard MIL. Moreover, they provide the constraints to shape our objective function and optimization.
Objective function. Given an action c, let us denote the training set as {x i , y
, where y c i ∈ {−1, +1} denotes the binary video label with respect to c. We aim for a classifier (w, b) to localize actions at the box-level based on the provided STIL conditions. We propose an instance learning objective function able to maximize localization performance, guided by the conditions. The full objective function is given as:
s.t. ∀ ijk : h ijk ∈ {0, 1},
where
] denotes the Iverson bracket and C denotes the regularization parameter. Eq. 1 states a max-margin objective, there the hinge loss is computed over all boxes of all tubes of all training videos. Each box representation x ijk is accompanied by a binary latent variable h ijk , which determines whether the box should contribute to the loss. The constraints on the binary latent variables are given in Eq. 2. The first constraint states the binary nature of the latent variables. The second constraint states the temporal extent of actions in each tube (condition 2). The third constraint states that at only one tube in each video has boxes that contribute to the loss (condition 1). The fourth constraint states that the boxes that contribute to the loss are consecutive within a tube (condition 2). Note that condition 3 is automatically incorporated since the top scoring boxes of negative videos are treated as negative examples in the hinge loss. As such, our proposed objective function incorporates the conditions through a max-margin formulation with constrained binary latent variables.
Optimization.
To solve our objective function, we rely on Expectation-Maximization. This optimization alternates between determining the values of the latent variables (expectation) and solving the max-margin objective (maximization). Given fixed latent variables, the maximization step can be tackled with standard 2 -regularized max-margin solvers [9] . The expectation step revolves around assigning binary values to the latent variables subject to the constraints from Eq. 2. To that end, we define a score function for each subtube in a video i as:
where j, k, s denote the tube index, starting box index, and stride respectively. The first part of Eq. 3 states the sum of scores over the boxes in the subtube with the current model parameters. The second part states a regularization on the subtube length. We find the subtube with the highest regularized score and set the latent variables that correspond to that subtube to one. The length regularization aims to balance the precision versus recall. Given a subtube per training video, we use the updated latent variables to retrain the model. This process is iterated multiple times to refine the model further. The process is initialized by replacing the model scores in Eq. 3 with the prior box scores.
Linking boxes with Temporal Prim
To uncover the spatio-temporal extent of actions, we enforce a decomposition of videos into video-length tubes, which in turn consist of boxes. Since full box supervision is not provided, the tubes are not a priori known in our setting. Here, we propose an efficient algorithm to automatically obtain tubes in videos. For a box B = (B f , B s ) with frame and spatial coordinates, we first obtain a zero-shot prior score s(B), e.g. using spatial-aware embeddings from [29] . In practice, we found that using an actor detector is sufficient and we use this throughout our work. With a score for each box proposal in a video, we obtain a small set of action tubes that densely cover the actions in a video. To obtain action tubes, we introduce a temporal variant of Prim's algorithm [38] , dubbed Temporal Prim, where we start from any actor box and grow tubes efficiently through the video. The box proposals are first connected into a sparsely connected graph. For boxes B i and B j , the edge weight is determined as:
where iou denotes the spatial overlap function. Eq. 4 states that non-zero edges only exist between boxes of consecutive frames with an overlap of at least 0.1. We start Temporal Prim from the box with the highest overall zero-shot prior score. We then evaluate two sets of edges, one forward in time, one backward. We extend our tube backward or forward in time, depending on which edge has the highest weight overall. The box connected to the edge is added to the tube. From the newly selected box, we look one frame further ahead or back (depending on the direction in which we moved), and compute new edge weights between the boxes from that frame and the selected box. We remove the old edge weight connected to the selected box and replace them with the new edge weights. We continue the procedure of adding boxes and updating edge weights until the start/end of the video is reached, or no boxes with prior support could be found.
Complexity analysis.
Temporal Prim exploits the knowledge that an action only moves along the temporal axis (i.e. forward and backwards). This allows us to reduce the computational complexity in the Prim algorithm. Let b denote the (upper bound of the) number of boxes per frame and let F i denote the number of frames in video i. Our approach has a computational complexity of O(1 + b) to add a new box to a tube (O(1) for determining direction, O(b) to overwrite and instantiate the set of edges in the determined direction). Generating a video-length tube has a computational complexity of O(F i · b). By exploiting the bidirectional nature of action tubes, our Temporal Prim has a lower computational complexity than its spatial [24] and spatio-temporal [35] (randomized) variants, which have a complexity of O((
Relation to other temporal linkers. Several works in action localization with box supervision have proposed linkers to connect boxes into tubes. These linkers typically focus on generating tubes at test time from actions scores, as tubes are readily provided during training. The linkers of Gkioxari and Malik [10] and Weinzaepfel et al. [59] for example start at the first frame and therefore require a box annotation for initialization. The recent linkers of Singh et al. [50] and Behl et al. [4] aim for online linking of boxes of all actions simultaneously using models trained on box annotations. Since we aim for action localization from video labels, a starting box annotation is absent and the highest action prior can be anywhere in the video. Furthermore, since we require action tubes in training videos, simultaneous linking of all actions from learned models is not yet possible.
Beyond class label supervision
The aim of Spatio-Temporal Instance Learning is to uncover the spatio-temporal extent of actions when only global video labels are provided. Given the general nature of our objective and linking algorithm, we are able to incorporate additional supervision signals, beyond video labels, to guide the learning process. We focus here on three supervision signals in frames: box annotations, point annotations, and no annotation. For a box B, we define the following scoring function for additional supervision:
where δ t and δ d denote the temporal and spatial score function for annotations A i in video i. The temporal score function is identical for all supervision signals:
The temporal score function states that an annotation should not only matter for the frame in which it is annotated, but also for the two neighbouring frames, albeit with half the score. The spatial score function is given as:
with pmatch(A
The spatial score function depends on the annotation type. For box annotations, we use the spatial overlap function. For point annotations, we use the overlap function given by [30] . Lastly, we add a negative score for boxes in frames where the action is absent. In STIL, we add the scores from Eq. 5 from additional annotations to the prior scores of the box proposals in training videos. This in turn leads to a max-margin Expectation-Maximization with better initialization, resulting in more precise action localizers.
Inference
At test time, we first score each box proposal in each test video using our trained action localization model for each action separately. Then, we apply Temporal Prim on the boxes, now using the model scores instead of the prior scores. We stop extending tubes if no support is found in new frames (i.e. if no boxes with positive action scores are present), arriving at spatiotemporal tubes in test videos. Let (t start
We use the scores to rank the spatio-temporal tubes found in all test videos and arrive at an action localization from box-level features. To further improve this localization, we investigate two reranking strategies based on information from context and from other actions.
Contextual reranking. While performing action localization from box-level information has shown to be effective [10, 59] , it ignores contextual information from the rest of the video that can help to discriminate tubes from different videos. Here, we incorporate this information by learning a global video classifier from the same training videos. For each tube, we simply add the score from the whole video given the global classifier to the tube score to rerank the tubes across all test videos.
Negative evidence reranking. We also exploit knowledge about other actions to rerank tubes in test videos. For a test video i and action c, it is intuitive that the presence of other high-scoring actions has a negative impact on the presence of action c. Or conversely, the lower the score of all other actions in video i, the higher the rank of tubes for action c. Here, we incorporate the notion of negative evidence reranking by subtracting the difference between the maximum tube score over all actions and the tube score. The higher the difference, the larger the penalty.
Experimental setup
Datasets. We evaluate our approach on the four datasets common in the weakly-supervised action localization literature [6, 23, 31, 47] . UCF Sports consists of 150 sports videos from 10 actions [40] . We employ the train/test split provided by [20] . J-HMDB consists of 928 videos from 21 daily activities, where we use the train/test split provided by [16] . UCF-101-24 is a subset of UCF-101 with localization annotation. The dataset contains 24 actions from 3,207 videos, where we use the first split as provided by [53] . Lastly, Hollywood2Tubes contains action localization annotations [32] for the videos from Hollywood2 [27] . The dataset contains 1,707 videos from 21 actions and we use the train/test split provided by [27] .
Implementation details. We use Faster R-CNN [39] pre-trained on person images [60] to obtain the box proposals and prior scores in video frames. The ROI-pooling layer of the network yields a 4,096D feature representation per box. We 2 -normalize each box representation. For UCF-101 and Hollywood2Tubes, we perform box extraction every 5 th frame, while we sample every frame for UCF Sports and J-HMDB. In STIL, we fix the regularization parameter C to 10 in our experiments and train for 5 epochs. For the video features, we sample 2 frames per second and feed the frames to a pre-trained CNN [28] , followed by average pooling and 2 -normalization. Following [7] , we split our instance learning into 3 folds and we add background boxes from each video as additional negatives.
Evaluation protocol. For an action tube a and ground truth B from the same video, their spatio-temporal (st) overlap is given as: st-iou(a, b) = 1 |Γ| iou f (a, b), where Γ denotes the union of frames in a and b. For localization with overlap τ , an action tube is positive if the tube is from a positive video, the overlap with a ground truth instances is at least τ , and the ground truth instance has not been detected before. We use mAP and AUC for evaluation.
Experimental results

Ablation studies and analysis
The impact of STIL. We first evaluate the effect of STIL with respect to standard instance learning. We compare to four baselines. The first baseline performs Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) on the boxes in each training video, i.e. using a single positive box per video for training. We also compare to three Generalized MIL baselines, where a fixed number of boxes µ is used per video (µ is 5, 10, and 40 in the experiments). For initialization of the baselines, we perform random box selection. For all baselines and our approach, we use the same max-margin optimization, the approaches only differ in which boxes are used for training.
In Table 1 , we provide an overview of the mean Average Precision scores at an overlap of 0.5. On all datasets, we observe that standard MIL can not directly compete, as it is restricted to using a single box per video as positive. The Generalized MIL baselines outperform MIL, which is a direct result of the higher number of positive box examples used per video. However, the best Generalized MIL results are outperformed by STIL. Generalized MIL yields an MAP score of 0.28, 0.10, and 0.02 on UCF Sports, J-HMDB, and UCF-101 respectively at an overlap threshold of 0.5 Our approach improves the results to 0.72, 0.30, and 0.08. These results indicate the importance of spatiotemporal constraints and initialization from zero-shot priors for action localization from video labels. In Figure 2 , we provide qualitative examples of our localization results.
The impact of Temporal Prim. We investigate the importance of Temporal Prim in STIL. We compare to a baseline version of our approach without spatio-temporal linking. The sole difference between our approach and the baseline is the determination of which boxes to use; either with spatio-temporal constraints modeled through Temporal Prim or without spatio-temporal constraints (i.e. using all box proposals in each training video).
The comparison is shown in Table 1 . Across all three datasets, we observe the benefit from linking by Temporal Prim. This result shows the importance of incorporating spatio-temporal constraints in instance learning for action localization. Moreover, incorporating the spatio-temporal constraints results in a significantly faster evaluation, because only the boxes in the tubes need to be evaluated, rather than all boxes in the video. On UCF Sports, for example, this reduces the average number of boxes to evaluate to 325, compared to 19,500 without the spatio-temporal constraints. To highlight that our approach is not limited to trimmed videos or fixed temporal intervals, we show three qualitative examples of detected actions in untrimmed actions from UCF-101-24 in Figure 4 .
STIL on boxes versus MIL on tubes. So far, we have shown the benefit of STIL over (Generalized) MIL when using box proposals for action localization. In the third ablation study, we evaluate the performance of STIL on box proposals over the current standard in weakly-supervised action localization, namely MIL on spatio-temporal tube proposals [31, 44] . We perform this experiment on both UCF Sports and UCF-101, as comparisons are provided for these datasets. We compare our approach to the MIL baseline both with and without prior information, using the method of Mettes et al. [31] . The results are shown in Figure 3 across all overlap thresholds, using mAP. For UCF Sports, we observe improvements across all overlap thresholds, especially for the high ones. At an overlap of 0.5, we obtain an mAP of 0.72, where the best baseline obtains an mAP of 0.19. On UCF-101-24, we obtain an mAP@0.5 of 0.08, compare to 0.03 of the best baseline. We conclude that STIL with spatial box proposals is preferred over MIL with spatio-temporal tube proposals.
The impact of reranking. Finally, we evaluate the effect of the global and negative reranking functions. We perform this experiment on UCF Sports, J-HMDB, and UCF-101-24. In Figure 5 , we show the mAP@0.5 for our approach with and without reranking. On UCF Sports, we observe that both the negative and contextual reranking positively impact the performance, while their combination provides a further boost to 0.82, from the 0.72 without reranking. On J-HMDB, we also observe improvements for the individual rerankings, but their combination does not directly provide a further boost. Lastly on UCF-101-24, our results improve from 0.08 to 0.10. We conclude that reranking aids action localization and we will use it for our comparison to other works. Table 2 : State-of-the-art comparison of action localization from video labels on three datasets. The numbers with are provided by the authors. On UCF Sports and UCF-101-24, we improve over current approaches, while on Hollywood2Tubes all existing weakly-supervised approaches struggle to localize actions.
State-of-the-art comparison
Comparison to weakly-supervised methods
We have performed a comparison to the state-of-the-art in action localization using video labels only. This evaluation is performed on UCF Sports, UCF-101-24, and Hollywood2Tubes, since weakly-supervised baselines exist for these datasets. In Table 2 , we provide an overview of all comparisons. For UCF Sports, our approach improves over the current state-of-the-art in weakly-supervised action localization both for the AUC and mAP metrics. We obtain an AUC score of 0.55 and mAP of 0.82 at an overlap of 0.5, compared to 0.32 and 0.38 for the highest performing method on this dataset [31] . For UCF-101-24, our approach outperforms Li et al. [23] and Mettes et al. [31] . At an overlap threshold 0.5, we obtain an mAP of 0.10, compared to 0.06 for both other approaches. We have also performed a comparison on Hollywood2Tubes. This dataset is multilabel temporally untrimmed, akin to other recent datasets such as AVA [11] , and DALY [60] , and VIRAT [34] , but Hollywood2Tubes provides comparisons to other weaklysupervised methods. We obtain a low mAP of 0.01, similar to other weakly-supervised approaches, indicating that action localization in fully untrimmed multi-label videos is an open action localization problem. Nonetheless, our approach does provide state-of-the-art results for action localization from video labels.
Comparison to other supervision levels
While the focus of Spatio-Temporal Instance Learning is on action localization from video labels, it can also incorporate additional supervision. This enables an apples-toapples comparison of supervision levels and even mixtures thereof using the same underlying features and optimization. As a final experiment, we benchmark the action localization performance as a function of the annotation cost for four annotation strategies and six supervision variants: (1) using video labels only, (2) point annotations each frame, (3) point annotations each tenth frame, (4) box annotations each frame, (5) box annotations each tenth frame, and (6) a 50/50 mixture of the first and fifth variant. For all variants, we have investigated the estimated annotation time per video. A detailed outline of the annotations costs is provided in the appendix.
In Figure 6 , we show the results on UCF Sports, J-HMDB, and UCF-101-24. On all datasets, we observe a positive relation between the amount of supervision and the localization performance. On UCF Sports, adding supervision with sparse points or box annotations does not improve the results. Only with full box supervision, the results improve to 0.75 from 0.72. On J-HMDB and UCF-101-24, any additional supervision has a positive influence on the performance. On J-HMDB, the supervision mixture provides a high performance at a modest additional annotation cost. On UCF-101-24, the relative improvement from additional supervision is largest of all datasets (from 0.08 with video labels to 0.11 with full supervision). We note that the comparison is meant to compare supervision levels within the same model, not to obtain optimal results for each level separately. The comparison naturally shows that supervision helps performance. More interestingly, we believe it is a step towards the research question: what annotation strategy for spatio-temporal action localization provides maximal performance with minimal annotation effort?
Conclusions
We propose Spatio-Temporal Instance Learning, a model for spatio-temporal action localization from video class labels only. We introduce three conditions, an objective function, and optimization to perform the instance learning. Furthermore, we propose an efficient linking algorithm and two reranking strategies to further improve the localization results. Experimental evaluation shows the effectiveness of our proposal, resulting in state-of-the-art weakly-supervised action localization. The experiments also pinpoint a number of open challenges in spatio-temporal action localization from video labels. First, distinguishing multiple actions in the same video (e.g. Catch and Throw) is problematic given the lack of spatio-temporal information about the actions. Second, large-scale action localization on datasets such as Sports1M [19] and Youtube8M [1] becomes a possibility when only video labels are required during training. Lastly, the comparison of supervision levels opens up to the question of how, when, and where videos should be annotated for maximal performance with minimal annotation effort. This holds especially for recent untrimmed multi-label datasets, where weakly-and strongly-supervised action localization have yet to make an impact.
A. Annotation cost per supervision level
Here, we outline how we derived the annotation costs for the different supervision levels for the final benchmark experiment of our main paper. Following [3] , we make the annotation cost of the different supervision levels modular, i.e. components are measured separately and summed where appropriate.
Retrieving the action class label per video on both datasets takes roughly 5 seconds. We attribute this time due to the low cardinality of the set of actions. Both datasets have few action classes (10 for UCF Sports, 21 for J-HMDB, 24 for UCF-101-24) and only a single action occurs per video, making a selection relatively easy.
Annotating a bounding box in a video frame takes an estimated 15 seconds. This estimate is lower than the estimated box annotation time on ImageNet [54] (34.5 seconds per box per image), which is because we have sequences of images, rather than individual images. Hence, we have a prior location of actions from previous frames to speed up the box annotation. The estimation is closer to the one made by Russakovsky et al. [41] (10 to 12 seconds).
Annotating a point takes an estimated 1.5 seconds in a single frame. This estimate is in line with Mettes et al. [32] , who estimated that points are ten times faster to annotate than boxes. The estimate also aligns with point supervision in image segmentation, which takes 2.4 seconds for the first instance in an image and 0.9 seconds for each consecutive instance in the same image [3] . Our estimate falls within this range.
Based on these estimates, we provide the overall annotation costs per video in seconds in Table 3 for UCF Sports, J-HMDB, and UCF-101-24. These are the estimates used in our final benchmark experiment. 
